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Kummer introduced a theory to prove the Kummer’s criterion. This theory is 
constructed of the logarithmic differential map, which is also called Kummer 
homomorphism. He found the relations between Bernoulli numbers and class 
numbers. We consider an analogy of this theory, so, Kummer homomorphisms, 
Bernoulli numbers, Kummer’s criterion, and so on. cl 1991 Academic Press. Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In the case of the classical cyclotomic fields, the Kummer’s criterion is a 
very important result on the p-divisibility of the class number of Q(c). To 
prove this criterion, Kummer invented the logarithmic differential maps, 
which are also called Kummer homomorphisms. 
To explain the situation more precisely, let p be an odd prime, and let 
[ be a primitive pth root of unity. For any c( E K = Q(c) which is written 
by c1 =f(i) (f is a polynomial with integral and rational coefficients), we 
define the ith Kummer homomorphism as 
fji(lY.)= (d/&)‘log(f(e’- l))/,=,. 
These mappings form a p-adic system, i.e., if i= j. pm, (j, p) = 1, then 
q5i(cc) is well-defined mod pm+’ and hi(a) E dip(~) mod pm+‘. Kummer 
applied these results to the cyclotomic units and showed that, if p ) h+, then 
there exists a Bernoulli number B, (0 <n < p- 1, n is even) such that 
~14. 
In this paper, we consider an analogy of Kummer homomorphisms for 
the case of function fields and apply these to the class number formulas 
proved by S. Galovich and M. Rosen [ 11. We have the following result. 
Let p be the characteristic of k, P be a fixed irreducible polynomial with 
coefficients in A and h+ be the class number of an integer ring in the “real” 
subfield of the “P-th cyclotomic field” of k. Then we have 
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THEOREM 1. If p (h+ then there exists a Bernoulli-Carlitz number B, 
(O<m<qd-1, m-Omod(q-1))such that P/B,. 
The author expresses his thanks to D. Goss for his interest and 
encouragement. 
1. ELLIPTIC MODULES AND CLASS NUMBER FORMULAS 
We put e(z) = C,“=, (- l)h(zq”/IIh), where D, = 1, D, = D;I- l(tqh - t) for 
h>O. Then e(z) is convergent everywhere on Sz. By the properties of 
analytic functions on Q, e(z) is a surjective map from 52 to S2. In [7], an 
elliptic A-module p is defined as p,(e(z)) =e(az) for any aEA. Therefore, 
p,(u) = -uq + tu. By the analytic theory, there exists a lattice L = oA such 
that WEQX and 
e(z)=e,(z):=z fl’ 1-t . 
LZEL ( > 
Let P be an irreducible manic polynomial in A and A, be the set of all 
P-torsion points in 52 by p. Then K = k( A p) is called a cyclotomic field and 
K is a Galois extension over k with Gal(K/k) isomorphic to (A/PA) x. Let 
K+ be the fixed subfield of K corresponding to Ft in (A/PA) x. We denote 
by U and C for the units group and the cyclotomic units subgroup; i.e., C 
is generated by A”- ’ (c E Gal(K/k), A E Ap ). Then Galovich-Rosen showed 
the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2 [ 11. Let h + be the ideal class number of the integral closure 
of A in K+ , Then 
h+ =(U:C). 
2. KUMMER'S THEORY FOR K 
Let 1 be a fixed generator of Ap, and let p = (A) be the prime ideal of 
K lying over P. Then we consider a P-adic completion k, of k and a I-adic 
completion K, of K over k,. Let a be a unit in K, with I-adic expansion 
a=fU), where f(u)EACCull. Let (d/dz)f(e(z))/f(e(z))=Ci"=,a,(zilri), 
where ri = n Dp for i = n k,q’. By [S], a, (i = 1, . . . . qd- 2) are P-integral. 
So, we define a map Qi: U+ A/PA (i= 1, . . . . qd-2) such that @Jcl)= 
ai- 1 mod P. 
PROPOSITION 3. Di (i = 1, . . . . qd- 2) are well defined and are 
homomorphisms. 
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Proof: Since pp(u)u ’ is irreducible, if c( has two A-adic expansion f(A) 
and g(A) then there exist a power series h(u)~A[[u]] such that f(u)= 
g(u) + ,op(u) zc’h(u). Let 
$ g(e(z)Me(z)) = f hi $. 
i=o I 
Since pp(u)=O mod(P, z#) in A[[u]], pp(e(z))e(z)-’ and (d/&) 
(pp(e(z)) e(z)-‘) 5 0 mod(P, z9d- ’ ). Therefore bj = aj mod P for i= 0, . . . . 
qd - 3. Consequently, Qi (i = 1, . . . . qd-- 2) are well defined. By the formula 
(f . g)‘/(f . g) = f’lf + g’/g, it follows that Qi (i = 1, . . . . qd - 2) are homo- 
morphisms. Q.E.D. 
We call ai the ith Kummer homomorphism for p or simply the Kummer 
homomorphism. Since Qi 1 Up = 0, we regard ai as a function on U/Up. For 
each 1 in G, we want to consider X-decomposition of U/UP. So we denote 
by U(x) the X-eigensubspace of a tensor product U/Up OFp Fqd and by C(x) 
the subspace of U(x) generated by C. Then C(x) is generated by ;2X.x(0’0-‘. 
Since dim, U(x) = 1, it follows immediately that if p 1 (U : C) then there 
exists x E 6 such that AX.x(0)O-’ E Up, so @i(AX.x(o)a~‘) = 0 for all i. 
Let (TV denote the element of Gal(K/k) such that A”“=p,,JA). Then 
;l”Mpl=pM(l)/A. Sincep,(e(z))=e(Mz), ~i(nu~~~l)=(Mi-l)Bifi_,/Ti, 
where B, is the ith Bernoulli-Carlitz number; i.e., z/e(z) = Cz 0 Bi(?/r,). 
Let 0 be the Teichmiiller character mod ‘!j3, where ‘p is a prime ideal at 
k. Fqd over P. Then 
for nontrivial x. Then 
if 1 = fI’, 
otherwise. 
By these results, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. If  p 1 (U : C), then at least one of the Bernoulli-Carlitz 
numbers B, (0 <m < qd - 1, m = 0 mod (q - 1)) is divisible by P; i.e., the 
numerator of B, is divisible by P. 
Theorem 1 immediately follows from Theorem 4. 
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